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Abstract—Near-term intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) de-
vices are subject to considerable noise and short coherence time.
Consequently, it is critical to minimize circuit execution latency
and improve fidelity. Traditionally, each basis gate of a transpiled
circuit is decoded into a fixed episode of the device control pulses.
Recent studies investigate the merged pulse generation method
for customized gates through quantum optimal control (QOC).
In this work, we propose PAQOC, a novel QOC framework
that can (i) exploit an augmented program-aware (APA) basis
gate set for the tradeoff between compilation time and circuit
performance, (ii) prune the search space based on a criticality-
centric analytical model and experiment observations we learned
from 150 benchmarks. Evaluations using seventeen applications
show that PAQOC can achieve an average 54% reduction of
the circuit latency, on average 43% reduction in compilation
overhead, and a 1.27× improvement in fidelity. PAQOC is
available on GitHub1.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum Computing has garnered considerable attention
due to its potential for enormous computation acceleration.
Quantum algorithms are promising techniques for solving in-
tractable computational problems, such as cryptography [44],
machine learning [7], database search [23], and others [4],
[27], [40]. Google, IBM, Intel, and Rigetti have built a variety
of quantum computers with qubit counts ranging from 5 to
127 [8], [18], [24], [28].

A quantum program is expressed using a gate-level inter-
mediate representation (IR) where a logical circuit consists of
basis gates. To execute it on quantum hardware, it first needs to
be translated into physical circuits and then be compiled into
machine-control pulses as shown in Fig. 1. Machine-control
pulses for generating a single arbitrary gate (unitary) using
quantum optimal control (QOC) [19] have been extensively
studied [2], [15], [29], [31], [38], [47]. In this paper, we focus
on circuit-level pulse generation. The approaches for circuit-
level pulse generation can be categorized into two types.

The first type draws on the fact that every circuit is built
upon a small set of basis gates [37]. It generates machine-
control pulses for each basis gate and stores them in a table.
Then the compiler looks up the table for pulse-generation of
the entire circuit [2], [3], [34]. We refer to this approach as
the fixed-gate approach as it only generates pulses for a fixed
set of universal basis gates. The advantage of this approach is
its low compilation overhead. The disadvantage, however, is

1https://github.com/ruadapt/paqoc
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Fig. 1. Two different approaches to compile quantum programs to low-
level control pulses. The left one synthesizes high-level quantum circuits
using only fixed hardware-specific basis gates [43]. Our approach on the
right side explores APA-basis gates in circuits and generates criticality-aware
customized gates.

that it usually results in suboptimal circuit performance [9].
This approach is shown in Fig. 1-left.

The second type does not view a circuit as a composition of
universal basis gates. Instead, it views a circuit as a composi-
tion of customized gates. Each customized gate is a group (or a
sequence) of consecutive basis gates, and pulses are generated
for each customized gate. The benefit of this approach is
that it can significantly reduce the latency. The latency of the
pulses generated by QOC does not necessarily increase with
the number of gates in the group as that in the fixed-gate
approach [43]. For instance, generating control pulses for a
sequence of two gates is better than generating pulses for each
and stitching them, as shown in Fig. 2. The latency reduction
benefit has been reported in previous studies [9], [20], [21],
[43]. The disadvantage of this approach, however, is that it
has a high compilation overhead [9], [20], [31]. We refer to
this approach as the customized-gate approach.

Today’s quantum devices continue to be plagued by short
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+

110 dt

50 dt

120 dt

Fig. 2. Pulse generation for a group of two gates (consolidated into a single
unitary) is better than that separately for each gate: Hadamard (H) and CX
(CNOT) gates. The latency for the joint unitary is 110 dt (dt is time unit),
while is 170 dt for the separate case.

coherence time. That means quantum machines can only
support a short execution of programs before failing. Latency
reduction can significantly mitigate the decoherence problem
[1], [9], [20], [30], [37], [43]. In this paper, we focus on the
customized-gate approach for latency reduction purposes, with
respect to a given circuit fidelity budget. Our version of the
customized-gate approach is outlined in Fig. 1-right.

In previous studies focusing on the customized gate ap-
proach, Cheng et al. [9] exploit the similarity between cus-
tomized gates and optimize the compilation time by using
a pre-compiled gate as an initial guess to a new similar
gate. Gokhale et al. [20] tackle variational algorithms by
performing partial online and partial offline pulse genera-
tion based on hyperparameter optimization. Shi et al. [43]
apply commutativity-aware instruction aggregation to further
improve pulse generation efficiency.

Compared with prior studies, our main contribution is two-
fold. 1 We propose an augmented program-aware basis
(APA-basis) gate approach. We discover that there are often
recurring patterns in a circuit. A recurring pattern is a subcir-
cuit that frequently appears in a circuit (or different circuits).
An example is shown in Fig. 3. We can replace each frequent
subcircuit as an APA-basis gate to simplify the circuit. Then
we can perform gate grouping and pulse generation. It reduces
the compilation overhead significantly and, in the meantime,
still yields the same or better pulses compared with the state-
of-the-art [9]. Gokale et al. [21] also use augmented basis
gates, but in a hardware-aware way, while ours does it in a
program-aware way.

2 We propose a criticality-based search model for achiev-
ing desired customized gate groups. During the search, we
need to try grouping different sequences of consecutive gates
before determining the best combination. The search space is
large. Considering a dependence graph of n gates that is linear,
if we allow any number of consecutive gates to be grouped,
there are 2n number of ways to group the gates. The reasoning

is that we can break down the sequence at any point in between
two consecutive gates, and there are n locations (omitting the
last one), and we have a binary choice: splitting it or not.

Hence the search space is exponential if enumerating all
gate grouping choices. We develop an analytical model based
on the observation of over 150 benchmarks and based on the
criticality of gates in the circuit. It only allows a monotonic
decrease of the circuit latency at each gate grouping step. A
very simple example is shown in Fig. 4.

We also try to reduce the compilation overhead of pulse
generation for quantum circuits, but in a different way com-
pared with prior approaches. We allow a less restricted search
space. AccQoc [9] exploits the similarity between different
gate sequences to reduce the compilation overhead. However,
due to the similarity comparison, it also has to restrict the
maximum depth of a sequence of gates to a fixed number,
usually 3 to 5. We do not restrict the depth of the sequence
of gates to be merged. Our overhead is also small due to
the analytical model we used in Section III. By doing this, a
relatively less restricted search space gives us a better chance
to find improved circuit pulses with respect to a given fidelity
requirement.
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(a) The original transpiled 3-qubit QAOA circuit.

(b) The 3-qubit QAOA circuit with program-aware recurring patterns.
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Fig. 3. The QAOA-maxcut circuit after simplification. Recurring sub-circuits
are identified as APA-basis gates.

Besides these two main contributions, we also have multiple
other contributions: 3 We designed a graph mining model
for automatically searching frequent subcircuits that can be
turned into APA-basis gates, 4 We provide a tuning knob
for the size of APA-basis gate, which allows users to exploit
the recurring pattern in a circuit to some extent, since if too
many gates are grouped in advance, then the search sub-space
is significantly reduced in the criticality-based search, and 5
We can decouple the compilation into the online component
and the offline component, where the offline component can
detect APA-basis gate, even for parameterized circuit. The
online component can generate pulses only for the grouped
gates on the fly. Gokale et al. [20], [21] also divide a circuit
into blocks, but based on which blocks have parameters, not
on whether a sub-circuit block frequently appears.

Overall, we propose a compilation framework that gener-
ates pulses of an entire circuit. We name it as PAQOC, a
Program-Aware QOC-based optimal control pulse generation
framework, as it uses program-aware augmented basis gate and
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Fig. 4. Different ways to form a 3-qubit customized gate: (a) the original
circuit, (b) merging A and B may elongate the critical path as it creates false
dependence between B and C, and (c) merging A and C does not. The scheme
in (c) is better than that in (b) as it does not increase the critical path. Here
we assume the merged gate latency is smaller than the sum of the individual
gates A and B. Our criticality analysis model is more complex than what is
shown in this example, as shown in Section V-A.

criticality analysis information, as opposed to using hardware-
aware basis gate and other information. PAQOC can achieve
up to 2.17× speedup in circuit latency, with an average 1.75×
compilation speedup and with 1.27X improvement for fidelity
compared to the state-of-the-art.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
and III give a background of our work and preliminary obser-
vations. Section IV gives an overview of PAQOC. Section V
describes PAQOC implementation about its key components.
Section VI presents our comprehensive experiment evaluation.
We relate previous works in Section VII and conclude our
work in Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide a brief introduction to gate-
level programming, quantum optimal control (QOC), and our
preliminary observations about customized gates.

A. Gate Level Programming

In quantum computing, an important IR is the gate-level
IR. A quantum algorithm is built upon a universal set of
basis gates. The basis gates in the universal set can be
supported by different hardware vendors, and the low-level
details are hidden from the programmers. A universal gate
set [5] typically consists of one-qubit and two-qubit gates (or
three-qubit gates). For instance, X, SX, CX, ID, and RZ gates
are used for IBM-Q devices [3], [34] and RX, RZ, and CZ are
used for Rigetti devices [36], [46]. A programmer can define
a customized gate based on universal basis gates in QASM
[11], [12]. However, during transpilation, a quantum circuit is
always compiled into machine-dependent basis gates.

A quantum gate performs a unitary transformation on a (set
of) qubit(s). A quantum circuit can be represented as a single
unitary matrix by manipulating the unitaries of the gates in
the circuit. The unitary matrix of a quantum circuit can be
obtained in the following ways: for gates operating on disjoint
qubits, their unitary can be obtained by tensor product, and
for gates operating on the same qubits, their unitary can be
obtained by matrix product [37].

B. Pulse Level Model

The quantum states of quantum hardware are manipulated
by external physical operations, which are system-specific
control fields with a unique and time-dependent quantity called
the Hamiltonian matrix [39], [48], [51]. The Hamiltonian
determines the evolution path of the quantum states. A gate
is translated to a state transfer, which can be interpreted as
a time-evolving process of changing the control field values
at individual time steps. This translation from a gate to the
time-evolving control of machine-level pulses is called pulse
generation.

The combined Hamiltonian for the system can be repre-
sented as follows:

H(t) = H0 +
∑

k
αk(t)Hk (1)

where H0 is the drift Hamiltonian and Hk are the time-
dependent control Hamiltonians [2]. The αk(t) are time-
varying amplitude functions for the specific control fields.

The technique for determining the control fields of an arbi-
trary state transfer is called quantum optimal control (QOC)
[14], [19], [48], which relies on a gradient-based approach
to optimize the control fields and improve the fidelity and
latency of the generated pulses. We use the tool GRadient
Ascent Pulse Engineering (GRAPE) [31] to generate pulses for
a single unitary. An example of generated pulses by GRAPE
is shown in Fig. 2.

Although there are extensive studies on how to generate
pulses for a single unitary, only a few studies [9], [20] focus
on pulse generation for a whole circuit. On one hand, a circuit
can be represented as a single unitary. However, the overhead
grows exponentially with the number of qubits. For example,
generating pulses for a ten-qubit unitary takes over a day even
using GPU-accelerated QOC [31]. Hence, a circuit is usually
further decomposed into multiple unitaries, each of which can
be handled by GRAPE [20], [31]. On the other hand, the
generated control pulses must be optimized. In this paper, we
focus on circuit-level pulse generation.

C. Fidelity

While generating pulses, we need to ensure the fidelity of
the compiled circuit. The QOC tools such as GRAPE requires
as input a given Unitary U and an error term ε such that
| U −H(t) |≤ ε.

The latency of generated pulses is correlated with ε. The
higher ε it is, the lower the latency is. This is, however, the
metric for one grouped gate instead of the entire circuit. To
ensure that we have a metric for the entire circuit, we use the
metric estimated success rate (ESP) such that it is a product
of the success rate of each customized gate:

ESP =
∏

i=1...n

(1− | Ui −Hi(t) |) (2)

n is the number of gates after gate grouping. We ensure our
circuit produces at least the same ESP as the baseline approach
for comparison. In a lot of cases, our ESP is even better. Under
this constraint, we further reduce the circuit latency.
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We also utilize Qutip [26] pulse simulation for the entire
circuit if possible. Our circuit fidelity is also always better or
the same based on the simulation results. We can only perform
pulse simulation for a few benchmarks since the simulation
takes a significant amount of time.

We do not run pulse experiments on real machines. Al-
though the Hamiltonian form [50] can take into account the
error terms, it is prohibitive to perform detailed calibration for
real machines to collect exact error terms [35]. However, the
technique developed in our paper still has its value. Once the
error terms are determined, we only have to update Equation
(1) and apply the same method. Our work along the same line
of research [9], [21], [43] is useful for real machines when
the calibration problem is tackled.

III. KEY INSIGHTS AND OBSERVATIONS

Before going into the implementation details, we talk about
our key insights and observations that lead to the design of
the PAQOC framework. The first one is the APA-basis gate
identification, and the second one is the correlation between
gate latency and gate sizes.

A. APA-basis Gate Identification

We discovered that there are often recurring subcircuits that
frequently in quantum circuits. We can extract these subcir-
cuits and turn them into augmented program-aware (APA)
basis gates to simplify the original circuit.

Programmers can annotate the frequent sub-circuits, but
it adds a programming burden. It may not be trivial since
the physical circuits are different from the logical circuit
that programmers wrote. The physical circuit usually includes
circuit transformation to adapt to a given topology.

To automatically detect frequent sub-circuits, we first con-
struct a labeled directed graph that encloses information from
the original physical circuit. We then exploit the subgraph
mining model [16] to find common sub-circuits.

In our directed graph, each node represents a quantum
gate. Each edge represents that the two quantum gates share
one qubit. There is a direction based on the dependence
relationship of two gates. Each node is labeled with the name
of the quantum operator. For rotation operations such as the
phase shift gate Rz , the rotation degrees are included in the
gate label symbolically to handle parameterized circuits. Each
edge is labeled to indicate whether the control qubit or target
qubit is shared between the two gates if at least one of the two
gates is the two-qubit gate. For example, in Fig. 5(c), the edge
label between the leading CX and Rz gates is ”2-1” indicating
that the sharing qubit is the CX gate’s target qubit and the Rz

gate’s first qubit.
Two subcircuits that are identical imply the number of

nodes, the node connectivity, and the labeling information in
two sub-graphs is all equivalent. The example in Fig. 5 shows
how to convert a physical quantum circuit to a labeled graph
for graph mining and how to disambiguate similar but not
identical sub-circuits using our proposed edge labels.

In practice, different frequent subcircuits may be overlap-
ping. For example, the two kinds of frequent subcircuits in
Fig. 5(c) are overlapped. We consider which frequent sub-
circuits to use based on its coverage of the circuit, i.e., how
many original gates in total are covered by them.

(a) The original logical quantum circuit

(b) Native representation of the quantum circuit as a DAG
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(c) Relabeled directed graph with mining result
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Fig. 5. Converting a physical quantum circuit to a labeled directed graph.
Each node is labeled with the name of the quantum operation and rotation
angle if needed. Each edge implies how two quantum gates are connected.
The two circuit blocks in (b) are not identical despite they look similar. Our
method can correctly identify it due to the control-target labeling of edges in
our method.

B. Correlations between Gate Latency and Gate Size

We also discover the correlation between merged gate
latency and gate sizes which can be useful for pruning the
search space using an analytical model.

We run experiments on 150 real-world benchmarks from
RevLib and ScaffCC [3], [22], [25], [49]. We extract subcir-
cuits from them. Each subcircuit is a maximum consecutive
sequence of 1-qubit, 2-qubit, or 3-qubit gates sharing the same
qubit(s). We compare two values: (1) Latency of the generated
pulse for the subcircuit as a group, and (2) The summation of
the latencies for each gate in the group. We show them as
Y-axis and X-axis values in Fig. 6.

As can be seen, the merged gate latency is always smaller
than the summation of individual gate latencies. The dashed
line shows when X-axis and Y-axis values are equivalent.
All points fall below the dashed line. This means that if we
evaluate the local effect of universal basis gate merging, it is
always beneficial. In hindsight, it echoes the claims in previous
studies [9], [43] for supporting consecutive gate grouping, but
it is the first time being validated by extensive experiments.

We make the following observations and assumptions based
on the information of these 150 benchmarks. We let NQ(X)
represent the number of qubits in the gate sequence X, L(M)
represent the latency of the merged gate sequence M.

Observation 1: For two quantum gates X and Y that
NQ(X) = NQ(Y ) and their corresponding merged cus-
tomized gate XY , we usually have L(XY ) ≤ L(X)+L(Y ).

We also observe that the latency for the majority of the
merge gates with a bigger qubit count, it is larger than that
with a smaller qubit count. For instance, according to Fig. 6,
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most two-qubit merged gate sequences have a latency larger
than those of single-qubit gates. This holds for the comparison
between two- and three-qubit gates.

Observation 2: For two gate sequences X and Y, we observe
that L(X) ≥ L(Y ) if |NQ(X)| ≥ |NQ(Y )|, for most cases.

Fig. 6. Comparing the original and the merged latency of subcircuits from
real benchmarks with up-to three qubits. The more transparent of the marker,
the more gates in the subcircuit. The black dotted curve represents X and Y
values being the same.

We leverage observations 1 and 2 during our compilation
optimization step in Section V-A. For a lot of cases, we can
estimate whether merging a gate sequence is beneficial or
not, without having to actually generating pulses first. We
use criticality information together with observations 1 and 2.
Therefore we can reduce compilation overhead significantly
without sacrificing the generated pulse quality.

IV. PAQOC OVERVIEW

The core of PAQOC is an iterative combinatorial search
engine applied to a (pre-)processed circuit. The frequent
subcircuits mining component of PAQOC allows us to extract
frequent subcircuits and then convert them into APA-basis
gates. The criticality-aware customized gates generator works
hand in hand with the control pulse generator to iteratively
update the decomposition of the circuit until the circuit-level
pulses cannot be further improved (or with respect to a target
goal). Fig. 7 provides a high-level overview of PAQOC.

PAQOC takes as input the following: a physical quan-
tum circuit, Hamiltonian-level pulse information of a given
hardware, and the maximal number of qubits allowed in
a customized gate. It outputs a new circuit consisting of
customized gates with corresponding gate grouping. It also
outputs the generated pulses.

a) Frequent Subcircuits Miner: PAQOC extracts frequent
subcircuits from the input physical circuit. The PAQOC fre-
quent subcircuits miner is used for finding such frequent
subcircuits. With the identified frequent subcircuits, PAQOC
replaces each with an APA-basis gate, thus reducing the
number of gates compared with the original circuit.

b) Criticality-Aware Customized Gates Generator: After
the simplified circuit is generated, it generates a set of candi-
date customized gate grouping choices and then ranks them.
The ranking is performed by our analytical model in Section
V. The top-ranked gate sequences are merged at each iteration.
PAQOC ensures that each step of merging only decreases the
overall latency.

c) Control Pulses Generator: This component works
together with the Customized Gates Generator. During the
ranking step, we need to check whether a candidate cus-
tomized gate is beneficial by trying to generate pulses to get
the actual latency. We only need to generate actual pulses
for some cases, as aforementioned. For other scenarios, we
leverage the observations in Section III.

V. PAQOC IMPLEMENTATION

We now describe the implementation of PAQOC. Since we
have already described how to identify the frequent subcircuits.
We focus on the customized gates generator and the QOC-
based control pulses generator.

A. Customized Gates Generator

In this component, PAQOC constructs customized gates
as units for pulse generation. It takes an input circuit as a
physical circuit. It generates customized gates as groups of
consecutive basis gates. At each iteration, PAQOC chooses
and ranks the gate sequences as merging candidates. It assigns
each candidate a score and chooses the top candidate(s) with
the highest score(s). It then merges the gates in the selected
candidate sets and updates the circuit. These steps repeat until
no more gate-merging can improve the latency of the entire
circuit.

In the following of this section, we discuss our criticality-
aware search space prune strategies and ranking heuristics. In
Algorithm 1, we show the pseudo-code of the entire process.

1) Search Space Prune Strategies: Any sequence of con-
secutive gates in the quantum circuit can form a customized
gate. It leads to a large search space for determining which cus-
tomized gates to construct. It is prohibitive to evaluate each of
these candidate groupings. In PAQOC, we introduce criticality-
aware pruning strategies that effectively reduce the search
space while not hurting the circuit-level pulse efficiency.

First, we perform a hierarchical grouping search. At each
level of the search, we start with considering the candidates
of the two-gate grouping. The multi-level search could enable
the merging of multiple gates. An example of only allowing
two-gate grouping is shown in Fig. 8 (b).

The search space can be pruned by pre-processing based
on Observation 1. The gates that share the same qubit(s), if
merged, are typically beneficial. For instance, the gates A, B,
and C in Fig. 8 can be pre-processed to (ABC) as a merged
gate. After pre-processing, the search space is reduced.

The search space can be further pruned by performing a
criticality-aware analysis. It is important that we only perform
gate-merging that leads to a shorter critical path. We categorize
the gates into two types: (1) The gates on the critical path and
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Fig. 7. Overview of our PAQOC pulse generation framework.

Algorithm 1 Generate customized gates for a quantum circuit
Require: Original Quantum Circuit(QC)
Require: Control Pulses Generator(PG)
Require: Maximum Allowed Subcircuit Size(maxN)
Require: Number of Generated Customized Gates at Each Iteration(topK)
Ensure: A latency optimized quantum circuit

1: while True do
2: C = preprocess prune(QC.get two gate candidates(maxN ))
3: if C is empty then return
4: all_scores = []
5: for gates in C do
6: gate = get customized gates(QC, gates)
7: if NQ(gate) > maxN then
8: continue
9: score ← get ranking(gate, PG)

10: all_scores.append([score, gate])
11: if all_scores is empty then
12: break
13: sort all_scores in the decreasing order
14: for i in range(topK) do
15: customized_gate = all_scores[i].second
16: if customized_gate is no longer valid then
17: continue
18: PG.calculate optimal control pulse(customized_gate)
19: Update QC, replace gates by customized_gate

(2) the gates not on the critical path. There are three scenarios
when it comes to merging gates

• Case I: Both gates are on the critical path.
• Case II: Only one gate of the two is on the critical path.
• Case III: Neither gate is on the critical path.
First, for Case III, merging two gates that are not on the

critical path does not affect the overall latency of the circuit as
a whole. It, at most, reduces the length of the non-critical paths
but does not reduce the length of the critical path. In Fig. 9-(d),
we show such a case where gate A and B are on the critical
path, while C and C’ are not. Even though merging C and
C’ will be faster for only two gates C and C’, it is actually
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Fig. 8. Candidate space search: (a) Original circuit; (b) All candidates for
merging two gates; (c) Pruned candidate set by pre-processing; (d) Further
pruned candidate sets via criticality-analysis. The red dashed line shows the
critical path before the gate merging.

not beneficial to the entire circuit. It may even adversely affect
the circuit due to the created false dependencies. Hence, in our
pruning, gate-merging that only involves non-critical gates is
not considered. In Fig. 8, candidate (E,F ) is pruned since
neither E nor F is on the critical path.

Next, after pruning the candidates not involving critical
gates, we only have to consider Case I and Case II. We only
rank the candidates involving at least one critical gate.

Before describing Case I and Case II, we first describe
our notations. We use XY to represent the customized gate
constructed by merging gate X and gate Y. We let L(X) be
the latency of gate X. We let CP (X) represent the longest
path from gate X to the end of the circuit.

We discuss case II first. For Case II, one gate is on the
critical path, and the other is not. Assuming in this set of two
gates, A is the one on the critical path, C is its successor, and C
is not on the critical path. C must not depend on any successor
of A, otherwise merging A and C will be an invalid choice
for ranking. Merging A and C could cause false dependence
that may or may not elongate the critical path. To model this,
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we assume B is the immediate successor of A on the critical
path. An illustration of this case is shown in Fig. 9 (c). Now
the circuit latency for comparison is the three:

• L(A) + L(B) + CP(B) // the not-merging case
• L(AC) + L(B) + CP(B) // the merging case with one

possible critical path
• L(AC) + CP(C) // the merging case with another possible

critical path
To find the maximum of the last two items, we only need

to compare L(B) + CP (B) with L(C). Since A and B are
on the critical path, it implies that L(B) + CP(B) > CP(C).
Then we compare the first item and the second item to see if
merging is beneficial. We need to perform the merging of A
and C to get L(AC) in order to test if it will be beneficial.
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Fig. 9. A simplified example shows how the critical path changes by merging
different gates. Each node in the DAG is a quantum gate. The (dotted) edge
represents the (potential) dependence between gates.

For Case I where we only merge two gates on the critical
path, assuming the two gates are A and B. Assuming A’s
immediate successor that is not on the critical path is C. The
updated critical path of the entire circuit is the maximum of
the following (also illustrated in Fig. 9-b):

• L(A) + L(B) + CP (B)
• L(AB) + CP (B)
• L(AB) + L(C) + CP (C)

Now it is not immediately clear whether the merging is
beneficial. The delta compared with the original critical path
is either L(AB)−L(A)−L(B) or L(AB)−L(A)+L(C)−
L(B) + CP (C) − CP (B). As L(AB) is the common term,
to compare these two, we only need the information on the
latency of the current updated circuit. Again we can use
observation 2, if AB uses more qubits than the maximum of A
or B, the L(AB) must be the dominant factor. We approximate
AB with the average gate latency of that size to check whether
merging is beneficial. If AB uses the same number of qubits
as the maximum of A or B, we use observation 1 to compare
the first item and the second item. In either case, we do not
have to generate pulses for merging A and B to test if the
merging is beneficial.

2) Ranking Heuristic: For each merging option, we give
it a score that is the delta between the original whole-circuit
latency and the updated circuit latency, assuming the merging
takes effect. We choose the top-k (disjoint) options and merge
gates correspondingly. The parameter k controls the number
of newly generated customized gates at each iteration. With
a larger k, more customized gates being generated in one
iteration, this may result in a less optimized final latency,
as each merging might change the critical path of the entire
circuit again.

B. Optimal Control Pulses Generation

To generate pulses for a customized gate, we use quantum
optimal control (QOC) similar to that in previous studies
[9], [20]. It calculates the minimum duration of the control
pulses of a customized gate by binary search. GRAPE [31] is
the state-of-the-art tool for quantum optimal control. We use
GRAPE to achieve this.

PAQOC uses a lookup table to store previously generated
control pulses for different customized gates. For customized
gates that frequently appear in the circuit, we only need to
generate the optimal control pulse once. Moreover, for the
same customized gate with permuted qubits, it will also be
detected in PAQOC. For a customized gate that has a similar
unitary to that of a previously generated customized gate, we
use the previous gate’s pulses as the initial guess to GRAPE,
as GRAPE requires an initial guess of the pulse sequence, and
a closer pulse sequence will reduce the convergence time and
speedup pulse generation. This is similar to AccQOC [9].

C. Putting Everything Together: Exploiting the Tradeoff

When using PAQOC, users can specify the maximal size
of the APA-basis gates. Moreover, users can specify whether
the frequent subcircuits miner component and the customized
gates generator component be enabled for exploring the trade-
off between the compilation overhead and the circuit latency.

With the use of the frequent subcircuits miner and a
specified size of the APA-basis gate, it simplifies the circuit by
converting frequent subcircuits into APA-basis gates. This will
reduce the search space for the later customized gate grouping
thus achieving less compilation overhead.

Note that we can disable the customized gates generator
completely to construct a simplified circuit with only APA-
(and potentially universal) basis gates. Our APA-basis gate
sets are chosen in a way that it will guarantee not to increase
the critical path based on our observations in Section III-B.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluation results of our
proposed PAQOC framework. We begin with a broad analysis
of 17 benchmarks in terms of circuit latency and circuit
compilation overhead. Then, we select five representative
benchmarks to demonstrate the frequent subcircuits miner’s
performance and discuss the tradeoff between circuit latency
and compilation overhead.
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF APPLICATION BENCHMARKS

Name Description # 1q-gate 2q-gate
qubits number number

mod5d2 64 Toffoli network 16 28 25
rd32 270 Bit adder 5 48 36

decod24-v1 41 Binary decoder 5 47 38
4gt10-v1 81 4 greater than 10 5 82 66
cnt3-5 179 Ternary counter 16 90 85
hwb4 49 Hidden weighted bit 5 126 107
ham7 104 Hamming code 16 171 149

majority 239 Majority function 16 345 267
bv Bernstein Vezirani 21 43 20

adder Cuccaro Adder 18 160 107
qft QFT 16 16 120

qaoa QAOA 10 65 90
supre Supremacy 25 245 100
simon SImon’s algorithm 6 14 16

qpe QPE 9 28 33
dnn Deep neural network 8 192 1008
bb84 Crypto. proto 8 27 0

a) Benchmarks: We select seventeen representative
benchmarks from existing quantum programs libraries, includ-
ing RevLib [49], ScaffCC [25] and Qiskit [3] that are used in
previous studies [9], [52], [54]. These benchmarks cover im-
portant quantum applications, including quantum bit decoder,
Toffoli network synthesis, and quantum fourier transformation.
The selected benchmarks have a range of qubit numbers from
5 to 25 and have up to 1200 gates. These input quantum
circuits are built upon universal basis gates. We provide the
information of these benchmarks in Table I.

b) Baseline: We use the state-of-the-art approach Acc-
QOC [9] as our baseline. AccQOC divides the quantum circuit
into small fixed-size subcircuits. In particular, AccQOC allows
a maximum of two qubits in each customized gate, and each
customized gate must have a fixed depth. To ensure a fair
comparison, we use an extended version of AccQOC that
supports customized gates with a maximum of three qubits.
We use two variants of the extended AccQOC in which the
depth of each fixed-size subcircuit is set to three and five. We
refer to the two versions as accqoc n3d3 for three-qubit group
size and a depth of five and accqoc n3d5 for three-qubit group
size and a depth of five, respectively.

c) Platform: We perform simulation based on the super-
conducting architecture with XY interaction. We use a 5x5
grid topology with Sabre [32] qubit routing and mapping
heuristic. We apply the same setup that has been used in the
baseline [9], and other optimal control pulse generation studies
[20], [43]. We assume that the control fields of all two-qubit
interactions and single-qubit rotation are identical. The control
field limitation of the XY interaction is set to µmax = 0.02GHz
and the single qubit rotation control field is set to 5µmax.

We limit the maximum qubit number of any APA-basis
gate or customized gate, maxN , to 3 in this experiment.
In practice, PAQOC can accept any number of maxN . The
maximum number of the additional APA-basis gates allowed
in the circuit, M , is also taken as an input to PAQOC. M is
the size of the set of APA-basis gates that are different from

the universal basis gates. By using different values of M , we
can explore the tradeoff between the circuit latency and the
compilation overhead.

In particular, we provide three versions of our PAQOC
framework with a different numbers of APA-basis gates (M)
allowed to merge in the circuit:

1) paqoc(M = 0) It assumes the gate count in each
frequent subcircuit is one and thus does not add any
additional APA-basis gate. This can be considered as
a special version of PAQOC with only the customized
gates generator being enabled.

2) paqoc(M = inf ) sets no limit on M, thus considers all
frequent subcircuits found by the frequent subcircuits
miner as APA-basis gates (any gate sequence that ap-
pears more than twice).

3) paqoc(M = tuned) tunes the value of M, it selects the
smallest M makes the APA-basis gates the majority in
the circuits 2.

d) Control Pulses Generator Setup: We use GRAPE [31]
to generate the optimal control pulses for APA-basis gates and
customized gates. In GRAPE, the total time of the control
pulses of the quantum gate is specified as a static parameter
total time. GRAPE requires the target unitary matrix of the
quantum gate, together with the gate fidelity as the input
parameters. We set the fidelity as high as possible such that
it ensures that the whole circuit ESP is no worse than that
of the baseline. GRAPE allows the user to select different
optimization methods for evaluating the gradient, and we
choose ADAM as our optimization method for generating
the control pulses. We simulate the control pulse under the
assumption of using a transmon superconducting architecture
as the underlying hardware, which has been used in previous
works [20], [43] and our baseline [9].

A. Impact on Overall Latency

In Fig. 10, we show the overall circuit latency reduction
of PAQOC compared with two AccQOC methods normalized
to the baseline accqoc n3d3. The latency of paqoc(M=0)
achieves the most significant reduction with an average of
54% latency while paqoc(M=inf) achieves a minor improve-
ment with an average of 40% reduction. The improve-
ment of paqoc(M=inf) is smaller than paqoc(M=0) because
paqoc(M=inf) uses the APA-basis gates and the usage of APA-
basis gates excludes specific ways to group the consecutive
gates. However, paqoc(M=inf) reduces the compilation time,
as will be discussed in the next section.

Further, this set of experiments also demonstrates that
depth-limited customized gates generation yields less desired
performance. One of the issues is that a fixed depth may not fit
all benchmarks. For the two AccQOC methods, accqoc n3d5
with depth 5 for most of the time give a smaller latency than
accqoc n3d3 with depth three as it merges more gates in a
customized gate. However, for qaoa and supre, accqoc n3d3

2The majority here means the total count of APA-basis gate use is larger
than the total count of original basis gate use in the circuit.
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Fig. 10. The normalized circuit latency reduction for 17 benchmarks.

Fig. 11. The normalized circuit compilation time reduction for 17 benchmarks.

Fig. 12. The normalized ESP improvement for 17 benchmarks.

has a smaller latency as the depth of a frequent subcircuit 3,
and by setting depth to 3, it happens to find the frequent sub-
circuit which implies the desired gate merging. For instance,
in Fig. 13, we show a part of the qaoa benchmark and show
how two methods partition into customized gates. As we can
see, accqoc n3d3 divides the circuit into two CPHASE gates
which benefits the performance, but accqoc n3d5 does not.
With PAQOC, we can automatically detect the CPHASE gates
using our frequent subcircuits miner without setting the depth

parameter, which will be discussed in detail in Section VI-F.

B. Impact on Circuit Compilation Time

The comparison of the overall circuit compilation time is
shown in Fig. 11, which is normalized to accqoc n3d3. The
most time-consuming part of PAQOC is the step of generating
optimized control pulses, which contributes to an on-average
95% of the overall compilation time. For those APA-basis
gates, the corresponding optimized control pulses only need
to be calculated once and can reduce the overall compilation
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(a) accqoc_n3d3

Rz Rz Rz Rz

(b) accqoc_n3d5

Fig. 13. Different gate grouping results from depth-limited AccQOC ap-
proaches: (a) Depth-3 limit happens to discover the CPHASE gate pattern,
and (b) Depth-5 however does not.

overhead. Thus paqoc(M=inf) has a smaller compilation over-
head than paqoc(M=0) and has a much smaller compilation
overhead compared with the two accqoc baselines. In the
meantime, it achieves much better circuit latency than Acc-
QOC.

Moreover, the trade-off between the circuit latency reduc-
tion and the compilation time reduction is well-considered
in paqoc(M=tuned). Using paqoc(M=tuned) can achieve a
relatively better latency than paqoc(M=inf) and a faster com-
pilation time than paqoc(M=0). In the meantime, its latency
is comparable to that of paqoc(M=inf). It takes advantage
of both the frequent sub-circuits miner and the critical-aware
customized gates generator.

C. Impact on Circuit ESP

In Fig. 12, we show the improvement 3 of the circuit
ESP of PAQOC compared with the AccQOC methods nor-
malized to the baseline accqoc n3d3. The circuit ESP is the
product of the success rate of each customized gate using
the fidelity reported by GRAPE as described in Eq. 2. For
all benchmarks, paqoc(M=0) obtains the best ESP with an
average 27% improvement compared with the baseline, and
paqoc(M=tuned) is not bad either while maintaining a small
compilation overhead.

D. Scalability of PAQOC

In Fig. 14, we show the scalability of paqoc(M=inf) with
respect to the number of APA-basis gates in the transpiled
circuit. The blue dashed linear regression line is calculated
based on the results of all benchmarks. The compilation time
of PAQOC scales well (almost linearly) with respect to the
number of gates in the circuit, it takes less than an hour
to compile a circuit with around 2,000 gates. paqoc shows
a similar trend as generating the optimized control pulses
dominates the compilation overhead. Moreover, the frequent
subcircuit miner simplifies the circuits and further reduces the
compilation overhead.

Note that the maximal compilation time of PAQOC for
almost 1,200 gates is < 25 minutes (majority 239). Every
25 minutes PAQOC can make a recompilation, which is much
less frequent than the daily calibration frequency of today’s
quantum computers. If the error terms in Hamiltonian can be

3The value of those out-of-scale bars are listed next to the bar in the order
of the labels in the legend

calibrated quickly, our method will be readily deployable on
the machines to account for real errors.

Fig. 14. paqoc(M=inf) circuit compilation time

E. Fidelity Improvements Shown by Pulse Simulation

Table II shows fidelity improvement using PAQOC, com-
pared with AccQOC. We use Qutip [26] pulse simulator
to calculate the fidelity of the generated pulse circuit. For
all benchmarks, our method run with the best fidelity. The
fidelity improvements come from the shorter control pulses
generated by PAQOC and our criticality-aware customized
gates generation method.

TABLE II
THE QUALITY OF EXECUTION, LARGER IS BETTER.

accqoc accqoc paqoc paqoc paqoc
n3d3 n3d5 (M=0) (M=tuned) (M=inf)

4gt10* 29.75% 18.09% 29.49% 35.24% 34.85%
decod24 8.73% 6.03% 35.32% 30.93% 29.13%
hwb4 49 7.32% 14.59% 16.54% 7.20% 4.57%
rd32 270 20.99% 2.16% 35.34% 36.31% 8.29%

bb84 2.25% 2.24% 7.12% 4.04% 2.84%
simon 6.07% 7.61% 9.31% 10.11% 7.47%

F. APA-Basis Gates Generation

PAQOC’s frequent subcircuits miner generates the APA-
basis gate set, which can be further used to simplify the
original circuits. We show the frequent subcircuits found by
PAQOC. Due to the space limit, we only show the frequent
subcircuit for five benchmarks. These five benchmarks are
Bernstein Vezirani [6] (bv), Cuccaro Adder [13] (adder),
Quantum Fourier Transform [10] (qft), Quantum Approxima-
tion Optimization Algorithm [17] (qaoa) and the Supremacy
algorithm used in [4] (supre). We only showcase the most
frequent and second most frequent subcircuits in Table III4

For bv, the major component of the circuit is its oracle
which consists of a linear sequence of CX gates and the
DAG of the CX gates follows a linear pattern [6]. As today’s

4Due to limited space, the Toffoli gate represents the combination of
multiple single- and two-qubit universal gates.
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TABLE III
THE MOST AND THE SECOND MOST FREQUENT SUBCIRCUITS FOUND BY PAQOC.

superconducting architectures have sparse connectivity, SWAP
gates are inserted [3], [32], [55]. At the low-level representa-
tion of the circuit, PAQOC finds that three concatenated CX
gates form the most frequent subcircuit, which happens to be
a SWAP gate in the high-level representation of the circuit.
Aside from that, PAQOC finds the second most frequently
occurring pattern is the three concatenated CX gates on the
same two qubits plus one CX gate with a target on a third
qubit. This is because SWAPs are performed to enable the
original CX gates in bv in the circuit.

For adder, PAQOC also finds the most frequent and sec-
ond most frequent subcircuits. We discovered that the most
frequent subcircuit matches the majority gate (MAJ), and
the second most frequent subcircuit matches a part of the
”unmajority and add” gate (UMA) [13], according to the
literature on the quantum adder algorithm. In hindsight, UMA
and MAJ are the main components of a one-bit adder, which
are the building blocks of a general adder. PAQOC is able
to find them automatically, which further demonstrates the
effectiveness of PAQOC in finding frequent subcircuits as the
basis of the APA-gate set.

For supre, it starts and ends with a Hadamard (H) gate on
each qubit and arranges nearest neighbor controlled-Z (CZ)
gates in a repeated pattern [4]. One-qubit

√
X ,
√
Y and T

gates are randomly interspersed between CZ gates. Thus the
frequent subcircuits mined in supre depend on the input circuit.

For qft, the circuit has a pattern of a leading H gate followed
by a controlled-U1 (CU1) gate between each pair of qubits.
As QFT requires more communication between qubits, SWAP
gates are added. Again, PAQOC detects SWAP gates as the
most frequent pattern, and an H gate applying on the target
qubit of a CU1 gate as the second most frequent subcircuit.

For qaoa, the circuit has a pattern of the CPHASE gate
[17]. The CPHASE gate is usually a non-native gate for most
hardware [3], [42]. One possible decomposition of a CPHASE
gate consists of two CX gates and one Rz rotation gate
between [1]. Again, PAQOC is able to extract the CPHASE

gate as a very frequent subcircuit automatically.

VII. RELATED WORK

Quantum computing’s traditional gate-based workflow has
been extensively studied. Techniques for optimizing the com-
piler front-end and the hardware mapping problem have been
proposed [32], [35], [45], [52], [53].

Recent research has discovered that even with GPU accel-
eration, using QOC to generate the optimal control pulses for
circuits with a large number of qubits still has a significant
overhead [9], [20], [31]. Gokhale et al. [20] applies QOC for
a specific type of quantum algorithms that have an iterative na-
ture, such as VQE [33], [41] and QAOA [17]. These programs
are executed iteratively while between different iterations, the
parameters of these variational gates (rotation angles) are
determined by the previous iteration and the remaining non-
parameterized gates are unchanged. To reduce the compilation
time, the authors use precomputation to obtain the hyperpa-
rameters for QOC calculation. This strategy, however, does not
work for non-variational quantum algorithms in general.

Shi et al. [43] proposed CLS that increases flexibility in
pulse generation with the help of commutativity. Their work
is orthogonal to ours. Our framework can also take commu-
tativity into account and further improve circuit performance,
which is left as future work.

A more recent study proposed by Cheng et al. [9] called
AccQOC reduces the compilation overhead. AccQOC divides
the circuit into small, fixed-size subcircuits. They keep the
subcircuit size to two qubits and create a pulse database for
sub-circuits where pulses have already been generated. They
use a similarity graph based on the distance between different
subcircuits of fixed sizes, and also not in the database. Then,
the MST of the similarity graph is used to determine the
construction order of the corresponding control pulses for
these subcircuits to further reduce the compilation time.

Gokhale et al. [21] use an augmented basis gate set that adds
flexibility and exploits low-level optimizations for quantum
programs. Their augmented basis gates are based on specific
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hardware, not based on quantum applications. And they do not
consider merging gates to improve circuit performance. Rather
they use the fixed-gate approach, just with more hardware
basis gates.

Compared with these recent works, our proposed PAQOC
framework provides a better exploration of different ways
to construct customized gates. Additionally, by extracting
program-aware basis gates, PAQOC is able to further reduce
the compilation overhead while in meantime improving circuit
pulse performance.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose PAQOC, a pulse optimization
framework that transforms general physical circuits into low-
level control pulses using Quantum Optimal Control (QOC)
technique. PAQOC extracts frequent subcircuits in the quan-
tum circuit to build an APA basis gate set. Moreover, PAQOC
constructs a lightweight criticality-aware customized gate
grouping strategy to reduce the pulse generation overhead
and improve circuit performance. PAQOC consists of three
components: a frequent subcircuits miner, a customized gates
generator, and a pulse database. Compared with the state-of-
the baseline, PAQOC achieves up to 2.17X speedup in latency
and an average of 1.75X compilation overhead.
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